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•  Signs of Ireland Corpus from Centre for Deaf Studies, Trinity College Dublin 
•  Corpus of 40 Deaf signers (16=m, 24=f) of different ages (18-60+) from 5 locations in 

the Republic of Ireland (Dublin, Waterford, Wexford, Cork, Galway) 
•  Data was collected by a deaf researcher in 2004 (monolingual setting), annotated in 

2004-7 by several deaf researchers 
•  Personal stories, frog stories, Volterra picture task elicited material 
Data analysed for this study: 
•  personal stories of 12 signers (6=m, 6=f) from Dublin 
•  Additional ELAN annotations in the form of a word class tier were added 
•  Differentiation between mouthings and mouth gestures  
•  Data were evaluated for 4 word classes: nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns/indexicals 
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Particularities of cross-modal language contact: 

CONTACT: 
sustained, 

overwhelming (Ann 
2001)  

Sign 
language 

Spoken 
language ≠	  	  

Given (speech) 
community 

Less accessible for deaf 
people (Berent 2004) 

Linguistic unit from 
sign language 

Linguistic unit from 
spoken language 

Temporal 
sequencing= 

simultaneous 

     ‘shoes’   closed, round ao_ closed, stretched ao__ open, stretched__ 
(1)  SHOES POINTED-SHOES EXPENSIVE STRIPES-ON-TOP-OF- 

  ‘brown’___ ‘beige’_  
      SHOES *b.i. 

 ‘The shoes were pointed shoes, expensive and had brown and beige      stripes on 
top.’ 

 mouthings add a nuance of meaning not expressed on the hands 

       ‘for, my’______  ‘garden’__‘bag’___ ‘fuck, shit’_____________ 
 (2)  KEEN FOR-MY GARDEN HOLD-OBJECT-AND-HANDBAG 

 ‘[I was] keen for my garden, but holding another object and a handbag – damn.’ 
 mouthings constitute a metalinguistic remark 

                 ‘keep’____  
(3) INDEX+me KEEP 

 ‘I keep [...].’ 
 progressive or regressive spreading of the mouthings 

 Qualitative analysis 
•  Typical code-blending features: semantic congruency as driving force (Emmorey et al. 

2005; Baker & Van den Bogaerde 2008), verbs largest category involved in mixing 
(Plaza Pust 2005; Emmorey et al. 2005) 

•  Not compatible with earlier results: mouthings in general unexpectedly frequent, increase 
in younger generations (Militzer 2009), data collected in a monolingual setting 

 How can these results be explained? 

•  While typical code-blending features (as found by other researchers, e.g. Baker & Van 
den Bogaerde 2008) can be observed in the data, mouthings may fulfil additional, 
specific functions and do not only replicate the semantic content expressed on the hands 

•  These functions are: (1) adding a nuance of meaning, e.g. in simultaneous compounds,  
(2) functioning as metalinguistic remarks on the storyline or on a signer’s thoughts at a 
particular moment of the story, (3) progressive or regressive spreading that functions as 
syntactic or prosodic linker, esp. in function + content word constructions 

•  In the light of earlier findings showing that mouthings increase in younger generations, it 
seems like ISL has undergone linguistic change, i.e. that borrowings from the 
surrounding spoken language (English) have been accommodated into the linguistic 
system  

•  Generational differences with respect to mouthings show that this change started 
approximately 50-60 years ago upon the introduction of oralism in deaf schools and is 
about to be finished 

•  Nowadays mouthings are firmly integrated in the linguistic system and constitute 
indispensable linguistic material that is also used in monolingual situations (such as the 
situation of the data collection in the current study) 

•  An analysis of even younger signers’ data would be necessary to investigate whether the 
change is ongoing or at a stand-still 

 Summary:  

 1.  With respect to the phenomenon of mouthings, typical language contact (code-
 blending) features can be observed in the data. However, mouthings seem to 
 fulfil other functions in ISL as well. 

  This leads to the conclusion that mouthings are no longer mere borrowings 
 from English. 

 2.  It is likely that ISL has undergone a linguistic change leading to the firm 
 integration of mouthings in the linguistic system.   

 3.  Further research for younger signers is needed to establish whether the change 
 is ongoing or finished. 

Increasing research on non-manual markers in different sign languages (e.g. Pfau & 
Quer 2007; Sutton-Spence & Woll 2006) has shown that apart from the hands, other 
articulators such as e.g. the body and different parts of the face are linguistically important 
for sign language communication. Actions of the mouth also fulfil certain linguistic 
functions of which many have not been clearly determined yet.  

However, there is a general distinction between mouthings and mouth gestures in sign 
languages (e.g. Crasborn et al. 2008). Mouthings refer to mouth patterns that are 
supposedly derived from language contact between signed and spoken languages. Mouth 
gestures refer to sign language inherent mouth movements.  

Example 1 (mouthing): manual sign LADDER accompanied by a mouthed ‘ladder’ 
Example 2 (mouth gesture): manual sign SHAPE-OF-ENGINE accompanied by an 

 ‘open, teeth clenched’ mouth 


